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Smart Wi-Fi Plug

What it does
Beli SP6 is a smart Wi-Fi Plug.It can turn electronics on or off from anywhere with your smartphone using the Beli
app;schedule the Smart Plug to automatically switch on and off when away or set a Scene for controlling many devices with a single button.The SP6 works directly with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant to manage your devices
through Voice Control;works with a secured 2.4GHz wireless network without the need for a separate hub.
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Main Features
APP Management from Any Location

Whether you're relaxing on the couch, or vacationing in the Caribbean, the app
grants you full-access to your home network, so you can manage your household
right on your mobile phone.

Easy and Efficient Smart-Home Management
Stay in control, by creating a scheduled power-plan, so whether you're turning off
the porch light at dawn, starting the coffee maker while in the shower, or turning the
lights back on at dusk, you make the rules.

Enhanced Voice Activation
Each Smart-Socket is compatible with both Alexa and Google Assistant, so you can
manage and operate your electronic devices, from wherever Alexa and Google are
within earshot.

Anyone Home?
Leaving your home for extended period? Simply set the smart plug to "Away Mode"
and the smart plug will randomly activate and deactivate the attached illumination
device, so it looks like you're home - even when you're not.

Prevent Long-term Operating,
Protect Devices
The timer function can switch off the devices at the set time, reducing the safety
hazards caused by long-term operation of devices such as heaters and chargers.

Power Saved = Money Saved
The SP3 allows you to freely and easily control your household appliances, to
efficiently and effectively reduce long term power consumption, so you can save
the Earth and your money at the same time!
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Specification
Network
Protocol

IEEE 802.11b/g/n

Wireless Type

2.4GHz,1T1R

System Requirements

Android 4.4 or higher, iOS 9.0 or higher

General
Certification

CE,RoHS

Package Contents

Smart Wi-Fi Plug SP3, Quick Installation Guide

Environment

• Operating Temperature: 0 ºC ~ 40 ºC (32°F ~ 104°F)
• Operating Humidity: 5%~90%RH, Non-condensing

Dimensions(H×W×D)

99*64*77mm

Materia

PC

Buttons

Power and Reset button

LED

Power LED

Working Status
Input voltage

100 - 240VAC

Output voltage

100 - 240VAC

Maximum Load

13A

Maximum Power

2.99KW
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